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Abstract: Urban density must be considered a key concept in the description of a city’s urban spatial
structure. Countless studies have provided evidence of a close relationship between built density
and activity densities, on the one hand, and urban environmental conditions or social practices, on
the other hand. However, despite the concept’s common use in urban research, urban density is a
rather fuzzy and highly complex concept that is accompanied by a confusing variety of indicators
and measurement approaches. To date, an internationally-accepted standard for the implementation
of density indicators that permits a robust comparison of different countries, regions or cities is
widely missing. This paper discusses the analytical opportunities that recent remote sensing data
offer in regard to an objective and transparent measurement of built density patterns of city regions. It
furthermore clarifies the interrelations between built and activity densities. We apply our approach to
four German city regions to demonstrate the analytical capacity of spatially-refined density indicators
for the purposes of comparative urban research at a regional scale. In so doing, we contribute
to a more encompassing and robust understanding of the urban density concept when analyzing
regional morphology.
Keywords: urban spatial structure; remote sensing; density measures; built density; floor area ratio;
built-up volume; land use metrics; city region; Germany

1. Introduction
In urban research and planning, the spatial densification of human activities and their physical
manifestation as built density are key factors in describing the form and structure of the built
environment [1–5]. The density of built structures is a precondition for the spatial proximity of
individuals and actors—residents, employees, inventors, entrepreneurs or creative people—and
proximity in turn has a complex influence on urban behavioral patterns and processes of economic
and social interaction.
In recent years, great progress has been made in better understanding the relationships between
the built structures of urban areas and the variegated socioeconomic processes. Research into this
topic has taken place within a wide variety of scientific disciplines. Numerous empirical studies in
the fields of urban planning and transportation have been able to demonstrate close relationships
between built density and corresponding activity densities (such as population or job densities), on
the one hand, and individual mobility behavior, on the other hand [6–10]. With an increase in the
built density of a city, the number of trips that are made on foot, by bicycle or public transportation
increases, as the average trip distance decreases and the quality of transit services increases, everything
else being equal [2,7,11,12]. Furthermore, the greater degree of physical activity in denser urban
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neighborhoods in comparison to suburban areas with lower densities has positive effects on the health
of a population [13–15]. The positive relationship between built density and energy consumption that
has already been demonstrated for mobility also applies to the construction sector. Here, studies have
shown that the demand of energy for heating and cooling purposes in large-volume buildings is lower
than in smaller buildings owing to a more favorable surface-to-volume ratio [16,17].
Economic sciences have also addressed the impact of the size and density of urban areas in
recent years. Studies in this field emphasize the topic’s relevance for the prosperity and innovation
capacity of economic systems [2,18–23]. Empirical studies have been able to show that higher densities
facilitate the exchange of ideas and knowledge between individuals and firms. Density creates positive
returns to scale, and it is exactly this reason why knowledge-intensive business services, which are
especially dependent on spatial proximity and knowledge spillovers, can particularly be found in
urban centers [24–27]. However, these returns to scale are not just applicable to spatial proximity and
the corresponding advantages in labor market economics: it can also be stated that specific costs for
the provision of infrastructure services decrease when demand density increases, since high capital
expenditures, particularly those related to technical infrastructure, can be allocated to a greater number
of users (see [28] (p. 6 et seqq.) with further references [29,30]).
Meanwhile, high densities also carry disadvantages, as they might be accompanied by high rent
and property prices, transportation system congestion [27,31,32], low air quality and a discomforting
urban microclimate [33,34]. For instance, the vulnerability of dense urban areas regarding summer heat
waves and the health risks related to this are significantly higher than in suburban or rural settlement
areas [35]. Historically, high densities were also critically examined from a military perspective and for
reasons of social hygiene. The often extreme population densities that were evident during times of
industrialization (and that are still present today in the metropolises of the Global South) are considered
to be partially responsible for the emergence and spread of epidemics and other diseases [36,37].
Against this backdrop, it must be surprising that, despite the remarkable significance attributed
to the density of a city or city region as an explanation for environmental conditions, social practices
and economic relationships, few empirical studies of urban and regional density patterns exist [38–41].
Compared to other measures of the built form of cities—for instance, the “concentration” and “mixture”
of urban functions or the “compactness” of the physical settlement area—built density appears at first
glance to be a simple, objective, easily understood and manageable measure. Upon closer inspection,
however, it is clear that a simple empirical approach alone fails to fully embrace the concept [36]. In
this regard, Churchman pointed out at the end of the 1990s that no internationally-recognized measure
of built density existed to date and that indicators of built density for various countries, regions and
cities are generally not comparable (or only comparable to a limited extent) if they come from different
sources [3] (p. 390). This assessment is still true today.
The empirical study of the density of a city or city region is fraught with challenges that are, on the
one hand, conceptual, but can, on the other hand, also be explained by restrictions to the availability of
basic data (see Section 2 for a more detailed discussion). In this way, the validity and interpretability of
density indicators often suffer from a lack or an unclear definition of a spatial relationship ([8], p. 3).
Frequently, it is also not clear whether density should be interpreted as a gross or net value, since it
is not obvious which types of area (plot area, public spaces or the total settlement areas) have been
considered in the density calculation. Rather practical problems emerge in the analysis of density
values, as the necessary data are not always available [16]. This especially concerns the assessment of
built densities at the level of built-up properties, blocks or neighborhoods. However, population or job
densities can also not always be determined with the desired spatial resolution, since the availability
of demographic and employment data at the sub-municipal level is often limited; see also [24].
In this context, the extensive and increasingly affordable availability of remote sensing data, with
which not only land use, but also the height of built structures can be modeled, offers entirely new
opportunities. Large-scale volume calculations can be made, from which density measures, such as
the floor area ratio, can be derived. Further benefits ensue as a result of: (i) the objectivity of the
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density calculation, since building heights and volumes can be reliably determined; (ii) the high spatial
resolution of the data and the possibility to aggregate them at will into spatial reference systems
(such as ring zones or grid cells) that are independent of local administrative units; (iii) the extensive
availability at comparatively moderate costs; and (iv) the ability to easily link data with demographic
and socioeconomic data at the sub-municipal level.
Consequently, in recent years, an increasing number of studies have used remote sensing data
or respective derivate products to approach the concept of urban density. Most of these studies have
addressed two-dimensional settlement densities as proxies for the analysis of the spatial configuration
of built structures [42–45]. The latest developments, however, allow for morphologic density analyses
using 3D city models, while overcoming the restriction of limited area coverage [46,47].
This article addresses the analytical opportunities of new geodata in determining the multifaceted
density patterns of urban areas. These issues are pursued by elaborating three main objectives:
1.
2.

3.

To present a novel method for a region-wide detection of built densities.
To demonstrate the practical feasibility of our approach based on four German city regions.
In doing so, we illustrate the analytical capacity of fine-grained spatial density data for the
characterization of urban spatial structure.
To shed light on the interrelations between built and activity densities.

With the methodological approach introduced here, it is, for the first time, possible to conduct a
region-wide, detailed analysis of the urban spatial structure that also considers built densities. Previous
studies in this field only illustrate urban morphology in a two-dimensional space using socioeconomic
and land use data, whereas our approach achieves a higher level of analytic depth. In this way, the
relationship between socioeconomic processes and built physical structures can also be examined
more closely. Thus, this paper supports a more encompassing and robust understanding of the urban
density concept and its variegated applications in urban research and planning practice.
The remainder is organized as follows: After a short discussion of the scientific background
of the topic (Section 2), we introduce our methodological approach to generating high-resolution
density data. We then address in detail the analysis of fine-grained geospatial basic data using Earth
observation methods (Section 3). The aim of this is to create a comprehensive image of the morphology
of a city region. In Sections 4 and 5 we illustrate and discuss this using the examples of four case
study regions (Frankfurt/Main, Cologne, Munich and Stuttgart). This article concludes with a short
summary regarding potential explanatory factors of urban density patterns (such as topography,
urbanization history or economic structures) and future applications of spatially-differentiated density
data (Section 6).
2. Conceptualization of Built Density
The discussion surrounding the “appropriate” density of a city is perhaps as old as the discipline
of urban planning itself, and it can certainly be seen as one of the most controversial issues within this
field. “Density” is a distinct interdisciplinary concept [48], whose significance has always been prone
to change over time. It is indisputable that the perception and valuation of density is largely subject to
cultural and social values (e.g., [5] (p. 6), [36] (p. 2)). An objective benchmark that can classify built or
use-related densities into “high” and “low” or “good” and “bad” labels does not exist.
Dealing with the concept of density is, however, not only challenging from a normative urban
planning perspective: the objective measurement of urban density is also subject to various restrictions.
It is indisputable that density represents a measure of the relation of objects (which can include, among
others, residents, buildings, dwellings or jobs) and a reference area upon which these objects are
located. Density is expressed by using a fraction in which the number of objects is the numerator and
the size of the reference area is the denominator. A general distinction can be made between built
densities and use or activity densities: built densities are related to the ratio of built structures (such
as the number of buildings, floor space or the number of dwelling units) to a reference area, while
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activity densities express the intensity of human use on built-up areas. The former are of a rather
static nature, since built structures, at least in a larger spatial context, only change very slowly. In
contrast, activity densities are subject to constant change, as they are underpinned by dynamic, often
discontinuous, demographic and socioeconomic processes. Table 1 provides an overview of the urban
density indicators that are frequently found in research and planning practice.
Table 1. Urban density indicators and their meanings.
Indicator

Scale

Meaning/Measurement

Included Land Resources

Metropolitan density

Region

People, jobs or dwelling
units per land area unit

Administrative area

Urban (residential)
density

City, city district

People, jobs or dwelling
units per land area unit

Urbanized area

Gross residential
density

Neighborhood,
urban block

People or dwelling units
per land area unit

Residential area (including
streets, pavements, local
community services and
public open spaces)

Net residential
density

Neighborhood,
urban block

People or dwelling units
per land area unit

Residential area (not including
streets, local community
services public open spaces)

Site density

Plot, property

Dwelling units per land
area unit; floor area per
land area unit

Single plot, property

Occupation density

Dwelling unit

People per dwelling unit

Single dwelling unit

(Source: own compilation based on information and definitions provided in [3,41])

Beyond this general understanding, however, the measurement of built densities poses a couple
of empirical problems that are positively correlated with the spatial level of the respective observation.
Especially the property, block or neighborhood levels frequently lack precise and up-to-date density
values. The reason for this is that data at the property or block level are usually not covered by
official statistical surveys (such as censuses). Studies based on one’s own data collection (e.g., using
site visits) or private geodatabases are of limited use owing either to their complexity or to the lack
of transparency in the data. Until now, density studies have mostly been carried out in the form
of individual municipal analyses or collections of case studies [41,49] whose results are often only
comparable in a limited way with other municipalities or territorial units. These challenges potentiate
themselves when attempting to conduct international comparative density analyses.
The modeling of urban density surfaces and structures therefore suffers in particular from a
low degree of spatial granularity. This not only has negative effects on planning practice (e.g., in
the modeling of noise pollution or climate vulnerability), but also interferes with urban and spatial
research. The significance of built density as a factor in explaining the spatial variance of particular
phenomena, such as modal split or infrastructure costs, places high demands on the quality of available
data. In many studies, however, simple activity density measures (such as gross population density)
must be applied, since more precise structural density indicators are unavailable. Such restrictions
greatly limit the performance of descriptive and explanatory research.
Built density can be determined in a number of ways as Table 1 demonstrated. Frequently,
corresponding indicators address the relationship between a building’s floor space or volume to the
plot area. Here, a standard indicator is the floor area ratio (FAR; also referred to as the floor area density
or floor-space index) [3,5,46]. It is commonly defined as the amount of floor space of building divided
by that building’s plot area. Still, determining the floor area ratio is a complex task, since official
surveys of building metrics (e.g., floor number, volume or height data) are typically not available.
While many studies do provide ranges for built density figures at the level of selected building and
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development types (e.g., the FAR; cf. [41]), the results of such studies are often not comparable, since
various definitions of density are applied or the approaches to data collection differ.
This directs our focus to a second, rather conceptual, problem: the use of density indicators
often suffers from an imprecise definition of the reference area [41]. In this regard, it is not always
clear whether the entire surface area of a territorial unit or only the area that is being occupied by a
certain use (e.g., residential) has been considered in the calculation. In such cases, it often remains
unclear whether figures are to be interpreted as gross or net densities. In net density calculations,
the number of countable objects is related to the relevant useable area (e.g., the number of residents
to residentially-used plots). Other land uses, such as roads and sidewalks or public green spaces,
are not taken into consideration. Net density calculations provide information about the “reality” of
densification in a much more appropriate way, since they are less dependent on a spatial definition of
the study area. The so-called “modifiable areal unit problem” [50], when the aggregated measurement
results of spatial phenomena vary with the size of the basic study area, can be alleviated by applying
net density values. However, most density studies that can be found in the literature offer gross
density values.
The remainder of this article presents methods for determining and describing the density
characteristics of cities and city regions at a high spatial resolution and using new kinds of data from
remote sensing, as well as population and employment statistics.
3. Measuring Built Density
3.1. Remote Sensing-Based Measurement of Built-Up Volume and the Number of Floors
Recent developments in Earth observation allow satellite-based remote sensing technology
to derive large-area information on urban features with a well-balanced trade-off between
cost-effectiveness and accuracy. Today, a broad range of imaging sensors and methods for the
determination of geometrically high-resolution measurements of the urban spatial structure exists.
Three-dimensional (3D) data, which include information about height, are decisive in the extraction of
information on the physical urban morphology. Height can be determined either by using stereoscopic
aerial images or airborne laser scanning and, more recently, by satellite-based stereo images. The
main difference between aerial and space-borne data acquisition is that airborne imaging is, on the
one hand, less flexible in terms of spatial coverage and can be rather cost-intensive for large areas,
but its geometric resolution, on the other hand, can be as fine as a few centimeters. Greater flexibility
is provided by new satellite-based stereoscopic measurements, such as QuickBird, WorldView-2
or Pléiades, which are also capable of deriving geometrically very high-resolution stereo models.
However, the same disadvantage of spatial limitation in the context of large-area acquisitions also
applies to these data. For the desired height information in our analysis, both of these data sources
were ruled out beforehand because we aim at comparing four different city regions with a total area of
about 14,000 km2 , which is larger than the entire Los Angeles metropolitan area.
To overcome the restrictions in terms of imaged area and degree of detail, in the current analysis,
we used stereo images acquired by the Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS), which employs the
Cartosat-1 stereo sensor on board. This sensor (IRS-P5) has the advantage that images are almost
constantly acquired all over the world, as it was specifically designed for large-scale and large-area
stereo mapping and the generation of digital surface models (DSM). The acquired stereo images cover
a swath of 27 km and at a pixel spacing of 2.5 m, which can be exploited to generate DSMs with 5-m
spacing [51,52]. Since the launch of Cartosat-1 in May 2005, large parts of the Earth have been mapped,
including a coverage of Europe. In light of these characteristics, Cartosat-1 meets both the spatial
and the geometric requirements for an area-wide and cost-effective derivation of height information
from various large urban regions. The geometric accuracy of Cartosat-1 height measurements in the
context of urban analysis at the spatial level of individual buildings has been analyzed in a few studies
and demonstrated to be between a 3- and a 3.5-m standard deviation [47,53]. For an overview of
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In a thorough performance evaluation analysis of official cadastral reference data, the generated
In a further step, the large-area 3D building models at the Level of Detail 1 (LoD1) were generated
3D building models were checked for their accuracy and geometric detail [47]. The results of the
using a combination of the building footprints and height values from the nDSM. LoD1 means that
study report that, due to generalization procedures in the production process of the map, individual
each building is represented by a single building height. A perspective view of the 3D building models
building footprints may be larger than the reference buildings. This effect especially accounts for
of the historic centers of the four city regions is depicted
in Figure 3.
smaller buildings with footprints of less than 300 m2 whose areal deviation is comparatively much
In a thorough performance evaluation analysis of official cadastral reference data, the generated
larger than that of larger buildings. An overall agreement of a kappa value of 0.71 could be observed
3D building models were checked for their accuracy and geometric detail [47]. The results of the study
in the study. Cohen’s kappa coefficient κ is a measure used for the evaluation of accuracy. The kappa
report that, due to generalization procedures in the production process of the map, individual building
statistic incorporates the off-diagonal elements of the error matrix; in other words, omission and
footprints may be larger than the reference buildings. This effect especially accounts for smaller
commission errors are included. The value of κ shows the randomness of the results, meaning κ = 0
buildings with footprints of less than 300 m2 whose areal deviation is comparatively much larger
denotes complete statistical randomness, while κ = 1 indicates perfect positive statistical connectivity [56].
than that of larger buildings. An overall agreement of a kappa value of 0.71 could be observed in the
Regarding the accuracy of building height, the study reports the following outcomes: first, an
study. Cohen’s kappa coefficient κ is a measure used for the evaluation of accuracy. The kappa statistic
overall agreement between the modeled building heights and the reference data shows a standard
incorporates the off-diagonal elements of the error matrix; in other words, omission and commission
deviation of 3.67 m and a mean absolute error of 3.21 m at the spatial level of individual buildings.
errors are included. The value of κ shows the randomness of the results, meaning κ = 0 denotes
In a structured analysis, no significant correlation between the building footprint area and the
complete statistical randomness, while κ = 1 indicates perfect positive statistical connectivity [56].
accuracy of the building height could be observed, apart from buildings with very small areas (less
Regarding the accuracy of building height, the study reports the following outcomes: first, an
than 300 m2; see Figure 4).
overall agreement between the modeled building heights and the reference data shows a standard
A second experiment reveals correlations between accuracy and building height. This means
deviation of 3.67 m and a mean absolute error of 3.21 m at the spatial level of individual buildings. In
that the deviations between the modeled heights and the reference data can be observed alongside
a structured analysis, no significant correlation between the building footprint area and the accuracy
increasing building heights. The metric error tends to be smaller for low-rise buildings (around a
of the building height could be observed, apart from buildings with very small areas (less than 300 m2 ;
2-m standard deviation for buildings with a height of less than 6 m) and rises with increasing building
see Figure 4).
heights: up to a 5-m standard deviation for buildings with a height of 20 m. Thus, the observed error
A second experiment reveals correlations between accuracy and building height. This means
in the building model is also higher for taller buildings. This effect can be explained by the acquisition
that the deviations between the modeled heights and the reference data can be observed alongside
geometries of the stereo images and can be overcome either by using more stereo images that provide
increasing building heights. The metric error tends to be smaller for low-rise buildings (around a 2-m
standard deviation for buildings with a height of less than 6 m) and rises with increasing building
heights: up to a 5-m standard deviation for buildings with a height of 20 m. Thus, the observed error
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experiments
have
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which
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demonstrated
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floor area
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It is observed
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analysis,
these effects are
of minor
importance,
since all
buildings
are affected in the same
that a general
underestimation
of 3–4
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for the derived
building
models.
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Thus,
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andthe
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built-up
quantify
qualityperspective,
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Comparisons
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Figure 4. Correlation
Correlation between
between building
building area
area and
and the
the deviation
deviation of
of building
building height against the
reference data.

Our
3D building
modelsofpermit
the measurement
of built-up
at theoflevel
individual
To quantify
the quality
the derived
built-up volume
on thevolume
spatial level
gridof
cells,
a third
buildings.
While
built-up
volume
can
be
seen
as
an
easily
understandable
measure,
its
dimensions
evaluation exercise has been performed. Comparisons with the reference building model are in line
are difficult
to compare.
Thus,
urban
planning
and the analysis
of the urban
structure,
the
with
the observations
from
the in
prior
accuracy
assessments
on the building
level:spatial
since the
estimated
FAR
is
a
well-established
and
widely-accepted
measure
of
urban
density
(see
Section
2).
However,
building heights are lower than the reference building heights, built-up volume on the grid cell level
the
calculation
of the
requires information
on or an
estimation
the number
ofvolumes.
floors [38,57,58].
deviates
relatively
byFAR
approximately
10% with higher
deviations
foroflower
built-up
Therefore,
the
number
of
floors
is
modeled
based
on
building
height.
In
this
we use
Our 3D building models permit the measurement of built-up volume at the levelway,
of individual
empirically-estimated
quantitative
relationships
between
the
building
height
and
the
number
of
buildings. While built-up volume can be seen as an easily understandable measure, its dimensions
floors
applied
prior studies
a function
floors
and height
[47,59].spatial
The accuracy
of the
are difficult
to in
compare.
Thus,to
inestablish
urban planning
andofthe
analysis
of the urban
structure,
the
relationship
between
the
building
height
and
the
number
of
floors
has
proven
to
be
accurate
for
FAR is a well-established and widely-accepted measure of urban density (see Section 2). However,60%
the
of
buildings
at
an
error
of
zero
floors.
If
an
error
of
one
floor
is
acceptable
(due
to
varying
definitions
calculation of the FAR requires information on or an estimation of the number of floors [38,57,58].
of floors regarding
roofs),ofthe
exactisnumber
of floors
be derived
all buildings
Therefore,
the number
floors
modeled
based can
on even
building
height. forIn90%
thisofway,
we use
[46,59].
Based
on
the
3D
building
model,
built-up
volume
and
floor
area
are
separately
calculated
empirically-estimated quantitative relationships between the building height and the numberfor
of
each
individual
building
as
the
product
of
the
building’s
footprint,
height
and
number
of
floors.
floors applied in prior studies to establish a function of floors and height [47,59]. The accuracy of the
relationship between the building height and the number of floors has proven to be accurate for 60% of
buildings at an error of zero floors. If an error of one floor is acceptable (due to varying definitions of
floors regarding roofs), the exact number of floors can even be derived for 90% of all buildings [46,59].
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on the 3D building model, built-up volume and floor area are separately calculated for 9each
individual building as the product of the building’s footprint, height and number of floors.
3.2. Derivation of Urban Density per Grid Cell: Built-Up Volume and FAR
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Figure 5. Calculation of built-up volume and FAR per INSPIRE grid cell.
Figure 5. Calculation of built-up volume and FAR per INSPIRE grid cell.

4. Patterns of Built Densities and Their Relation to Activity Densities
4. Patterns of Built Densities and Their Relation to Activity Densities
As already mentioned in the Introduction (Section 1), the methodological approach introduced
As already
mentioned indetailed
the Introduction
(Section
the methodological
introduced
here permits
a region-wide,
analysis of
urban1),
spatial
structure that approach
also considers
built
here
permits
a
region-wide,
detailed
analysis
of
urban
spatial
structure
that
also
considers
densities. We thus achieve a higher level of analytic depth than previous studies and examinebuilt
the
densities. We thus achieve a higher level of analytic depth than previous studies and examine the
relationship between socioeconomic processes and built physical structures more closely. The
following discussion provides a more detailed picture of this relationship using a comparison of four
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relationship between socioeconomic processes and built physical structures more closely. The following
discussion provides a more detailed picture of this relationship using a comparison of four German city
regions. At the same time, it highlights both the complex concept of urban density and the prospects
of still providing inter-regionally comparative measure of the same.
Table 2 provides an overview of the central parameters of urban spatial structure in these regions.
All regions can be classified as highly urbanized, as evidenced by the above-average population density
(the average value in Germany is just under 230 residents per km2 ). We estimate the total regional
built stock to have values of around 660 million m3 (Stuttgart region) and 1160 million m3 (Cologne
region) built-up volume and 216 million m2 (Stuttgart region) and 374 million m2 (Cologne region)
of floor area. The values for both of the other urban regions, Munich and Frankfurt, score between
these figures.
Table 2. Overview of spatial indicators.
City Region

Indicator
(km2 )

Area
Population (million residents)
Employment (million jobs)
Built-up area (km2 )
Built-up volume (million m3 )
Floor area (km2 )
Population density (people per km2 )
Mean floor area ratio (FAR)
Floor area per resident and job (m2 )
Built-up volume per resident and job (m3 )

Cologne

Frankfurt

Munich

Stuttgart

2812
2.81
0.99
623
1159
374
1000
0.60
99
305

4843
3.57
1.46
807
1029
335
736
0.41
67
205

3277
2.43
1.09
535
942
328
742
0.61
93
268

2842
2.40
0.96
505
659
216
845
0.43
64
197

Employment data are taken from the Federal Employment Agency, “Beschäftigungsstatistik,
Sozialversicherungspflichtig Beschäftigte nach Wohn- und Arbeitsort mit Pendlerdaten, Nürnberg,
Stichtag 30. Juni 2010” [62]; population data are data on the spatial level of municipalities as of 31
December 2010, taken from “Statistische Ämter des Bundes und der Länder”, version as of 2013; and
called “Bevölkerungsstand: Bevölkerung nach Geschlecht, Stichtag 31.12. regionale Tiefe: Gemeinden,
Samt-/Verbandsgemeinden” [63] Both employees and residents have been summarized into the regional
delineations used in this study.

These global values already display surprisingly clear differences in built density, which cannot
be explained by regional population and employment figures alone. This becomes apparent when
considering the average FAR, which was calculated by dividing the total floor area by the total
built-up area of the regions (see Section 3.2). While values of around 0.6 were obtained for the rather
monocentrically characterized regions of Munich and Cologne, the average built density in Frankfurt
and Stuttgart is significantly lower, scoring values of just over 0.4.
The complexity of the relationships between socioeconomic characteristics and the built
environment also becomes apparent when considering the intensity of the use of the urbanized
area. This relationship is addressed here by relating the number of residents and jobs to a certain floor
area (Ñ floor area per resident and job) and built-up volume (Ñ built-up volume per resident and job)
(Table 2). The larger the floor area or built-up volume per resident and job, the lower is the intensity of
use. While it can generally be assumed that density increases alongside the size of a region, density is
apparently also influenced by regionally- and locally-effective factors, such as topography, economic
structure, prosperity level or urban and regional planning. We discuss these relationships in greater
detail in the following paragraphs.
Our results show that the regions of Cologne and Munich have the highest built densities among
all regions included (considering the average FAR values), while the intensity of use in the regions of
Frankfurt and Stuttgart is noticeably higher. This finding can possibly be explained by the different
land use efficiency of certain economic sectors. Furthermore, varying levels of infrastructural provision
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in regional centers, such as trade fairs and event and congress centers, could also account for this
finding.
Such services
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An analysis
of our mostly
data atencompass
the spatial large-volume
level of grid cells
furthermore
indicates that the density
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in a few
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distribution
has
an
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to
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in
a
few
spatial
units.
The following box plots illustrate this issue, considering the fact that the vast majority of grid cells
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apparent
that
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than
0.1 million m3, while
the FARowing
is under
0.3. In contrast,
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display
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thatis
3 , while the FAR is under 0.3. In contrast, central locations display values that
lower
than
0.1
million
m
3
2
sometimes reach over 5 million m per km of reference area or FAR values of over 4.0.
sometimes
reach
5 million
m3that
per extreme
km2 of reference
area
or in
FAR
of over 4.0.
These box
plotover
results
indicate
disparities
exist
allvalues
study regions.
Comparing the
These
box
plot
results
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that
extreme
disparities
exist
in
all
study
regions.
the
left and right columns in Figure 6 supports this finding. Omitting the outliers, that isComparing
all grid cells
left
and
right
columns
in
Figure
6
supports
this
finding.
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the
outliers,
that
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all
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with built-up volume (upper row) or FAR (lower row) values greater than 1.5-times the inter-quartile
built-up
volume
row) or FAR
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the land
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the remaining
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cells are
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at a much
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shows that
the remaining
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a muchspatial
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land usecharacterizing
intensity. However,
However,
nothing
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the at
outliers’
location.and
Therefore,
the
nothing
is
revealed
regarding
the
outliers’
spatial
location.
Therefore,
characterizing
the regions as
regions as monocentric or polycentric is not feasible using this kind of information alone.
monocentric or polycentric is not feasible using this kind of information alone.

Figure 6. Box plots of built-up volumes (million m3 ) and floor area ratios.
Figure 6. Box plots of built-up volumes (million m3) and floor area ratios.

Figure 6 also suggests that the data are log-normally distributed. However, log-transforming the
Figure 6 also suggests that the data are log-normally distributed. However, log-transforming the
data is not helpful here, as it considerably narrows the data’s range. The logs also cause differences
data is not helpful here, as it considerably narrows the data’s range. The logs also cause differences
between consecutive values to diminish as the values grow larger. Thus, disparities are not as
between consecutive values to diminish as the values grow larger. Thus, disparities are not as
prominent in logs as they are in levels. On the one hand, this “leveling-out” is what is intended when
prominent in logs as they are in levels. On the one hand, this “leveling-out” is what is intended when
doing such a transformation. On the other hand, this transformation eliminates much of the variability
doing such a transformation. On the other hand, this transformation eliminates much of the
in the data that we actually need to characterize the density patterns: for that, we use the levels instead
variability in the data that we actually need to characterize the density patterns: for that, we use the
of the logs.
levels instead of the logs.
Having these results in mind, Figure 7 provides further insight into this by illustrating the
built-up volumes and the average FAR of the four study regions at the spatial level of grid cells
(1 km2). Clearly recognizable are the different basic settlement patterns in the regions. For instance,
the axial structure of the Stuttgart region stands in clear contrast to the monocentric Munich region.
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Having these results in mind, Figure 7 provides further insight into this by illustrating the
built-up volumes and the average FAR of the four study regions at the spatial level of grid cells
(1 km2 ). Clearly recognizable are the different basic settlement patterns in the regions. For instance,
the axial structure of the Stuttgart region stands in clear contrast to the monocentric Munich region.
The latter is characterized by a strongly densified core, while in bands of density, the Stuttgart region
can be observed stretching from the inner city along the regional rail corridors into the hinterland.
By way of contrast, the Frankfurt region is characterized by a rather polycentric and dispersed land
use pattern, evident in the concentration of high built-up volume in the inner cities of the four core
cities (Frankfurt, Darmstadt, Mainz and Wiesbaden). Upon closer observation, however, it becomes
apparent that extremely high built-up volume of over 5 million m3 per km2 can only be encountered
in the inner city of Frankfurt. The other three core cities of this polycentric region display consistently
lower built-up volumes.
These analyses are supported by Krehl [24], who calculated global and local indicators of spatial
association for selected variables of activity and built density. It can be shown that the global
Moran’s I values are positive and statistically significant below the 5% significance level, indicating
positive spatial autocorrelation, i.e., a spatially-concentrated urban pattern, in all study regions. The
corresponding local Moran’s I values support the polycentric notion of the Frankfurt and Stuttgart
region, respectively.
It also becomes apparent that all regions are characterized by a significant core-periphery gradient
in built density. Even the core cities’ fringes (not to be confused with the regions’ periphery) are
characterized by rather low-density urban areas, whose FARs are mostly below a value of 0.5. Here,
predominantly low-density commercial uses and residential areas with detached single-family homes
can be observed. However, the spatial extent of the dense core areas of the regions varies markedly.
In Munich and Cologne, a larger, more compact urban core is visible, while the dense inner cities of
Frankfurt and especially Stuttgart give way to lower-density construction within a few kilometers (see
also Figure 8 or [64] for further insights into this). Thus, the diverse density structures within each of
the four city regions considered here can also be explained by the varying spatial extent of the compact
regional core (see also [24]).
Figure 8 stresses this using an east-west cross-section through each region. It illustrates the
built-up volumes (left scale) and the average FAR (right scale) of those grid cells that are located on the
same latitude as the grid cell of each regional center. These figures are related to the distance from
the center in both eastern and western direction (recorded on the x-axis). Similar results have been
obtained by Siedentop et al. [65] (p. 185) for a similar dataset. These authors considered the average
floor area ratio in rings of 0–2, 2–5 and 5–10 km around the central business district. While these
average rings shed light on a rather “smoothed” urban density surface, the analyses in Figure 8 (below)
shed light on the density surface of a selected cross-section within each region. These patterns certainly
cannot be generalized to the entire urban spatial structure. Sensitivity analyses, however, have shown
that they provide a robust picture. Additionally, the qualitative findings of Siedentop et al. [65] and
the analyses presented here are complementary to each other.
In the rather monocentric regions of Munich and Cologne, the highly densified area along the
east-west plane extends across approximately ten kilometers, while this area only reaches across seven
to eight kilometers in the Frankfurt region and only two to three kilometers in the Stuttgart region.
Accordingly, the defined regional core is indeed relevant in the polycentric regions and displays
comparable built-up volume and floor area ratios, but its spatial extent is markedly smaller than in
monocentric regions. While the monocentric regions display a spatially-expansive core, (sub)urban
settlement patterns are already apparent within a radial distance of about five to ten kilometers from
the center in both rather polycentric regions. These (sub)urban settlement patterns include both
peripheral urban settlement areas and, somewhat further away, the historic inner cities of mid-sized
regional centers (see also Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Patterns of built densities represented by built-up volume (left) and mean floor area ratio (right) for 1-km22 grid cells.
Figure 7. Patterns of built densities represented by built-up volume (left) and mean floor area ratio (right) for 1-km grid cells.
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Figure 8. Selected density profiles of the case study regions; built-up volume and floor area ratio values
Figure 8. Selected density profiles of the case study regions; built-up volume and floor area ratio
for the grid cells located along the respective core city’s latitude, the latter indicated by the town hall’s
values for the grid cells located along the respective core city’s latitude, the latter indicated by the
geographic location.
town hall’s geographic location.
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Table 3.3.Spearman’s
Table
Spearman’srank
rankcorrelation
correlationcoefficients
coefficientsfor
forseveral
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densitymeasures.
measures.
City
Region
City
Region
Cologne
Cologne
Average
building
Averagefloor
floor space
space per
per building
Built-up volume
Built-up
Number
of volume
buildings
NumberNumber
of residents
and employees
of buildings

Number of residents and
Floor area ratio (FAR)
employees
Average floor
space per building
Built-up volume
Number of buildings
Floor area ratio (FAR)

Frankfurt
Frankfurt

Munich
Munich

Stuttgart
Stuttgart

Floor
area
ratio
(FAR)
Floor
area
ratio
(FAR)
0.61
0.62
0.55
0.61
0.62
0.55
0.66
0.53
0.66
0.66
0.53
0.66
0.39
0.30
0.38
0.38
0.33
0.38
0.39
0.30
0.38
Number of residents and employees
0.43
0.38
0.33
0.38
0.43
0.38
0.33
0.38
0.27
/
/
´0.06
0.82Number of0.83
0.86
residents and 0.88
employees
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.95
0.43
0.38
0.33
0.38
0.69
0.69
0.70
0.70
0.41
0.43
0.41

Employment data are taken from georeferenced Integrated Employment Biographies (georeferenced IEB) as of
Average
floor space
per building
0.27
/ of the Federal/Employment −0.06
30 June
2009, which
are provided
by the Research
Data Centre (FDZ)
Agency (BA)
at the Institute
for
Employment
Research
(IAB)
(for
details
and
documentation,
see
[66]); population
data as of
Built-up volume
0.82
0.83
0.88
0.86
2011, provided by Eurostat [67].

Number of buildings

0.90

0.92

0.95

0.95

Employment data are taken from georeferenced Integrated Employment Biographies (georeferenced

The correlations between the FAR and the buildings’ average floor space score higher values
IEB) as of 30 June 2009, which are provided by the Research Data Centre (FDZ) of the Federal
(0.55–0.69) than the correlations between the FAR and the number of buildings (0.30–0.41). This finding
Employment Agency (BA) at the Institute for Employment Research (IAB) (for details and
documentation, see [66]); population data as of 2011, provided by Eurostat [67].

finding implies that high floor area ratios are not necessarily the result of many (individual) buildings
within a grid cell. Very high correlations can be observed if the number of residents and employees
and the absolute density values, such as the built-up volume or the number of buildings, are
considered. The correlations between the FAR and the employee-resident value, however, are much
smaller. Figure 9 visualizes these relationships using scatterplot matrices. It provides evidence of
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positive relationships among the built density indicators and positive, but less clear-cut relationships
between the built and the activity densities.
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Thus, if there is a great deal of built-up volume in a grid cell, socioeconomic activity in this grid
5. Discussion
cell tends to be high. Floor area ratios and the socioeconomic activity’s correlations are positive, but
The empirical findings introduced in the previous section reveal regionally-specific
much smaller. Explanations for this could be that people work and live in buildings, but that this fact
morphological structures. We have shown that urban density cannot be solely considered either by
is not necessarily associated with a linear/proportional amount of land or floor area demand (one may
built or by activity densities. Rather, these have to undergo a joint consideration in order to better
think of examples such as individual preferences for certain types of housing or the production needs
of manufacturing firms compared to those of knowledge-intensive business services). However, going
into greater detail on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.
5. Discussion
The empirical findings introduced in the previous section reveal regionally-specific morphological
structures. We have shown that urban density cannot be solely considered either by built or by
activity densities. Rather, these have to undergo a joint consideration in order to better understand
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urban spatial structure. As all analyses are descriptive, detecting significant causalities is beyond this
paper’s scope.
To briefly contextualize our results, we draft some strands of explanations. We assume that
the identified patterns can be partially explained by topographical situations and transportation
infrastructure. The Stuttgart region is a fairly good example of this. Previous studies regarding the
density patterns of built-up volume and employees have shown an axial system that follows regional
development axes, such as highways and rivers. Similar patterns can also be observed in the Cologne
region along the river Rhine [24].
Additionally, historical path dependencies of economic and settlement history or regional and
urban planning practices might also have contributed to these patterns. Thus, varying levels of built
density could be the result of industrialization or urbanization processes that started at different times.
Waves of urbanization towards the end of the 19th century produced higher built densities than later
phases of urban growth characterized by residential and commercial suburbanization.
By the same token, the economic structure and its development could also explain the regional
differences in density. The respective composition of the manufacturing and service industries
manifests itself in a specific land use efficiency (i.e., as used area per employed person), which
in turn influences the built density situation. Looking at the Frankfurt or Stuttgart region provides
evidence of this relation: whereas the correlation between the sum of employees and residents, on
the one hand, and built-up volume, on the other hand, is fairly high (Table 3: 0.83 for Frankfurt and
0.86 for Stuttgart), the density maps of employees, employees in service sectors and built-up volumes
clearly indicate that this global value is distorted by local peculiarities. The reasons for this are the
concentration of employees in service sectors in the regions core city centers, who work in offices,
and the concentration of employees, in the manufacturing sectors, in rather suburban areas, such
as Russelsheim, where the automotive sector is strong. Similar patterns can be identified for the
Stuttgart region, where the manufacturing sector is concentrated along the river Neckar and in the
municipalities of Böblingen/Sindelfingen (see [24,64] for details).
Complementary data also show that suburban settlements from the 1950s to the 1970s, whose
establishment was facilitated by mass motorization and low land prices, have apparently undergone
very little subsequent densification [68]. For this reason, the transition from a compact regional core to
a more scattered suburban environment still characterizes the settlement structure of the regions to
this day. In this way, low built densities and therefore also low population-job densities are quite often
evident, even in inner-city locations or in close proximity to stations along rail-based transportation
corridors. The densification of such areas, which has been vigorously supported by urban planners
(see the discussion in [69–71]), is subject to the provisions of planning law designed to protect existing
structures and is also very rarely consistently sought after for reasons of low social acceptance.
A final factor can be seen in urban planning regulations. Urban density in Germany is
regulated by municipal land use and development planning. The essential legal provisions for
this (Baunutzungsverordnung, the Federal Land Use Ordinance) set a maximum limit for floor area
ratio at 1.2 for residential uses and 3.0 for certain commercial uses. While higher densities may be
allowed in particular exceptional cases, German planning law tends to restrict rather than support
strong densification. Additionally, regional and local planning cultures and practices vary greatly. For
instance, high-rise development is not permitted in the City of Munich, whereas this has long been a
common practice in Frankfurt. The radial structure of density in the Stuttgart region appears not only
to be an expression of topographical conditions, but also of the regulations made by regional planning.
The approach introduced here and the data generated in this manner offer improved analytical
opportunities for the future understanding of the complex relationships between economic and social,
as well as built structures and changes in urban regions. In this context, our analyses also show
that there is not one perfect measurement of density. Rather, the complexity and diversity of the
urban spatial structure reveals itself when considering multiple, conceptually different density figures,
such as the FAR, the built-up volume or the density of socioeconomic use. Correlations between the
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individual variables are certainly sometimes high (see Table 3 or also [24]), but this does not apply in
all cases. Future research endeavors will certainly contribute to both a better understanding of the
causational factors of these relationships and a better estimation of their implications for humans and
their environment.
6. Conclusions and Outlook
The present discussion shows that it is possible to generate region-wide built density models
using remote sensing data. In this way, a significant gap in the ongoing observation of processes of
urban and regional development can be narrowed.
To date, available mapping products, such as the European Urban Atlas, provide data regarding
density for two dimensions to a limited extent. Analyses of urban morphology and form, however,
are related to the built-up volume and, thus, to the third dimension. In this context, our approach
described and applied above presents a framework for the generation of spatial built densities for
very large areas at low costs compared to other DSM acquisition technologies by the multi-source
combination of digital surface models and building footprints. The integration of building footprints
allows for the derivation of 3D building models with high accuracies for such large areas as the four
city regions presented in our study. Current and future Earth observation missions, such as TanDEM-X
or Cartosat, with their large area data acquisition to global coverage, will add to this capability for 3D
monitoring. Thus, remote sensing will be able to systematically monitor the built environment of cities
over time. In this way, the consistency of the data may permit international comparative urban studies.
The availability of fine-grained density data offers new possibilities, both from a practical planning
perspective and from a scientific view. Applications can be found, for example, in urban climatology
and ecology and especially in exposure studies. Precisely, vulnerability evaluation methods and
models could be refined. Examples are the application of built-up volume as triggers of local heat
island phenomena or their influence on local wind systems [72]. Noise transmission calculations can
also be methodologically refined by taking into account the exact geographic location and height of
buildings. Another issue is that the planning of urban revitalization could also profit from building
and density data in that strategies of planned shrinkage and demolition of vacant buildings, among
others, can be investigated regarding their effects on infrastructure [73,74]. The same applies to the
evaluation of densification projects with their positive and negative impacts (e.g., the improvement of
infrastructural efficiency, reduction of open space). In this way, the potential for densifications around
subway or commuter rail stations, for example, can also be determined.
Fina et al. [46] furthermore point out that the expansion of conventional spatial monitoring
systems offers chances for a multidimensional observation of urban and regional development, since
density indicators can be integrated and combined with other statistics and metrics. The resulting
improved availability of sub-municipal data also allows for an interregional comparative analysis of
the conditions and developments in urban areas that has not yet been possible in Germany.
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